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About This Game

It was supposed to be a simple mission. All I had to do was collect some samples from a contaminated area under the sea. As
soon as I left the ship, everything went wrong. Communications were lost and my submarine crashed on the ocean floor. I

survived, but my oxygen is running low and I can't contact anyone for help. All I can do is move forward with this operations
drone as my only companion. Trouble is, it's been acting sort of weird lately. Almost as if it's trying to sabotage my mission...

Anoxemia is a story-driven exploration game that puts you in control of the scientist Dr. Bailey and his operations drone,
ATMA. Search the ocean floor as you discover and extract samples from the bowels of the underwater caves. Danger lurks in
each passageway, everything from poison drifts to powerful ocean currents, mines leftover from the war, and mobile machines
running haywire. There's also the ever-present risk of running out of oxygen. Fortunately, ATMA can help guide you to your

destination using a few special tools and upgrades. Assuming you can find them, that is.

The world of Anoxemia is both breathtaking and perilous. The seas are quiet most of the time, but as soon as you see a flashing
light or hear a noise echoing from the distance, you know it's time to run. Of course, there are some dangers you just can't run

from. Dangers you don't even know exist. Dangers from within...

Also available in Bosnian, Serbian and Croatian languages!

Features

 Unique sci-fi horror story that unfolds while you play.
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 Explore 38 levels of unique underwater terrain.

 Find and equip several different items and upgrades.

 Solve puzzles that require quick reflexes and clever thinking.

 Voiced narrative that gives insights on the main character's thoughts.

 Game is hard.
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Title: Anoxemia
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
BSK Games
Publisher:
BSK Games
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 5 years old or younger. Integrated graphics and very low budget cards may not work. Shader Model 3.0 required

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Russian
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Waste of money. Bad multiplayer and really annoying. Could've bought a Twix bar I wouldn't have eaten.. NOTE: For review
with screenshots, please visit http://microfloppy.net/2014/07/11/reach-for-the-sun/

I have spend this Friday evening playing Reach for the Sun. I usually like simulators and calm, “cosy” games so I thought that
Reach of the Sun might suit me. And yes, I got some entertainment out of it but unfortunately not more than that. You can tell
that the game is made to educate and that a skilled gamer is not the target audience. After two hours I had played through the
game in its entirety and had nothing left to try.

The main purpose of the game is to teach the player about photosynthesis, pollination, and what the different parts of the plant
are used for. They have succeeded well in that perspective. Besides that, Reach for the Sun has a pleaseant appearance, a smooth
gameplay and nice ambient music. There are also two modes: Classic; where you click your way to resources as fast as you can,
and Strategy; which is turn based and thus works better for the players who need more time to read, think, and plan.

Worth to mention is that the game only has support for English in case you are considering buying it for a younger gamer.

The conclusion? Nothing for me, but maybe for younger players.

3/10 carbohydrates. Game looks like it might be fun if they fix the controller support. Xbox 360 controller here, no excuse for
getting THAT controller support wrong...patch it please so I can play and I will reccomend as long as it's a decent game.. First a
quick warning - I have did not get far into this game. I'm about to refund, and suggest you make your own mind up (it won't take
2 hours) and actually take a punt if you think this is your kind of game.

I generally like platform\/puzzle fps games. Quantum Conundrum? Yup. Portal? Obviously. Antichamber? You bectha.
Therefore I was looking forward to something similar but unfortunately the maker of Construct thinks bigger is better and that
making everything transparent is a cool look (it's cool for a few seconds, then you realise you can't tell where anything actually
is). What wore me down in an amazingly short timeframe is the huge distances involved. Even sprinting the levels are
enourmous and mostly empty. The whole game could be 1\/10th the size and it woukd be so much less tedious to traverse.
Where Portal has densely packed challenge rooms this has enourmous cavernous spaces but with nothing much to do.

Audio is very harsh and digital which also grated.. The best 90's arcade shooter since arcade's in the 90's

If you are even remotely interested in shoot-em-ups just go and buy it. If like me you love and crave shoot-em-ups go and buy it,
something special awaits you. The attention to detail to the design aesthetic is astounding. It looks, feels and sounds just like
something that would of launched on the MVS or put out by Taito in the early 90's. The programmer has even included slight
graphical stutters on the overlapped parallax scrolling to mimic hardware of the era. I love this game. one small suggestion to
make it perfect is that it need s a CRT\/scanline filter. it has a smoothing option but no scanline which i thought was a little odd,
and maybe to create the whole arcade feature it could of had an enter credits function. Minors, very minor gripes aside i give
this a 9\/10. Add the scanlines and i'd make it a perfect score.

Its fast, fluid, fun and engaging. Everything a good shooter ought to be.. first off, you cannot play a campaign until you have
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played one quick battle... okay not so bad... except there is no tutorial, okay finished my first battle, can i play the campaign
now? yes but only the american side for the pacifc war, no atlantic war or playing the clean slate campaign... sorry but i am
extremly tired of having these kinds of games block content from the user behind these artificial walls, i really cannot
recommend this game to anyone unless they are ultra die hard us nationalist. Another of a series of aged hidden object games
that are available. Whether or not you want to take a chance on this depends on your tolerance of these things. The level of game
play between what HOGs have come out in more recent years is a lot further along than something like the Mystery of a Lost
Planet.

Overall, I find main components such as narrative, puzzle difficulty, hidden objects and game flow all lacking. I failed to take in
what story was being told; its as if something was lost in translation to this English version. Nothing much in the way of NPCs to
further along a plot. It was clunky navigating the screens, and searching for items within screens.

Two positives. First, the mechanics were a bit different than typical HOGs. For instance your character would need to find
different parts to repair an object and you have to fill all the slots before proceeding. There was an attempt at some complexity.
The other thing I enjoyed about the Mystery of a Lost Planet was the chill soundtrack throughout. Otherwise this was more or
less forgettable.

. pretty fun! lil stat system & upgrades give some depth. hot music ~~ <3
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Wasteland Angel is a fun, if shallow action game in the mold of micro-machines, set in a post-apocalyptic future. If you're
looking for a quick desctraction from a AAA title, then you could do a lot worse than this game.

Arm your car with weapons, power-ups and amror. Point in the direction of the enemy vehicles and shoot away. Getting power-
ups is addictive, as is using the special weapons to destroy the enemy cars. Gameplay is repetitive. Missions are mainly
defending town population from slavers. There are a few that are variations: such as first-person drive-by levels and the kill or
be killed boss levels. Six camapign stages provides 4-6 hours of play in story-mode, but you can play to beat the leaderboards on
a per level basis afterwards.

Overall the game is one of those easy to overlook, but if you take a chance in a sale it will give you a good few hours of
destructive fun. One of those to keep on your hard-drive for a quick blast now and again.. I like this tool. It´s verry easy use and
after the update all is running better or same befor.. If you like Artifex Mundi series, you will definitely like this game. Despite
strange women voice acting, it's pretty solid and logical. Unobtrusive casual time killer with logical puzzles and point-and-click
action. And yes, the help button. :). Addictive game :). Great game! Using same drones as Drone Fighters game. I understand
why it was a bundle. You should think as this bundle is a one full game. They seperated for different style of gmaplays.
Downside of that hard to find other people online to play with it. As I say it for Drone Fighters, play this game with your friend.
We are playing together, it's a lot of fun.. A great plane! I got my private pilot license in a C152 just like this, and this is as close
to the real thing as you can get. The handling and performance is very realistic, as well as the cockpit panel, layout, and
aesthetics. The only negative is that it doesn't look quite right at night... the instrument panel is too bright. Otherwise a fantastic,
easy and fun plane to fly!. You get 5 additional warhorses

as Irohen says, you get to RIDE THE\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665HORSE !!!

- or as it's known in the game "Accursed War Horse"

5 horses for the price of 4

11\/10. Personally, I enjoyed this game a lot. It was very fun and was very addicting. I highly recommend this game.
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